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For Beard, change has always been a part of classics: we need to expose the
field’s flaws to understand how we’ve inherited them.

founders work stories startups early
Applying these traits early can help founders to better ensure their success.
And spotting these traits in a founder can help venture capitalists make
better investment decisions, as well.

mary beard keeps history on the move
In honor of Asian American Pacific Islander Heritage Month, we look at the
history and struggles of early AAPI settlers.

the top five traits of successful startup founders
It’s not all about Steve Jobs and Elon Musk. These founders would like to
pick the brains of innovators across science, tech and business.

racism against aapis in austin is nothing new. here's some history
Startup founders work in a dynamic environment where things of the most
common legal mistakes that startup founders make. Early-stage startups
often raise capital from angel investors, friends

10 innovators that start-up founders would most like to meet
Entrepreneurs need to be conscious of the stage of their venture and
shouldn’t over-extend in hiring, promoting, or even fundraising before their
startup can justify it.

top 7 most common legal mistakes made by startups
They’d all come to see Thelma Johnson Streat. The Portland-raised artist
stepped onto the balcony and began to dance. The theme of the
performance, The Oregonian wrote, was Black Americans’ “faith in

the importance of money in the different startup stages
Two years of research and development led to the launch of PYM Mood
Chews, the initial product from Los Angeles-based PYM Health, Inc., this
past September. Mr. Williams, an investor and adviser to

pioneering portland artist thelma johnson streat disappeared into
the folds of history, but her powerful work lives on
Nina Hsieh also tells PEOPLE why succeeding in the NBA Bubble was
"probably one of the biggest accomplishments" in her career with the Los

startup founders leading the good mood food movement
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Angeles Lakers

Cased, an early stage startup, has come up

lakers head athletic trainer talks about making history in the nba:
'it's really been a blessing'
Some CEOs swear by bizarre biohacks to boost their workplace
performance and health. We analyze the science to see if they really work.

cased announces $2.25m seed round to help developers work in
production environments
In short, he’s seen his fair share of startup success and failure. At Early
Stage, Wang will explain the value of coaching for startup founders it’s a
compelling story that puts your

7 'biohacks' founders and execs have used to try to boost their
energy at work, from wearing electrodes while they sleep to drinking
bone-broth breakfasts
A mile south of Buckeye in the Phoenix area's West Valley sits empty desert
that once was a lively and close-knit community of some 75 Black families.

announcing the techcrunch early stage marketing & fundraising
agenda
For survivors and descendants of the race massacre, the oral history — at
least much of it — has long circulated throughout family trees and among
generations past and present.

the history of allenville: a black community in arizona lost to floods
A researcher is setting out to collect an oral history on the life and career of
Quebec abstractionist Jean Paul Riopelle as part of the late artist's
centenary celebration. Concordia University and

oral history of the tulsa race massacre has continued to live on
through survivors and descendants
After actor Chadwick Boseman died last August at the age of 43 from colon
cancer, the world learned about the startling rise of colorectal cancer rates.

researcher to collect oral history on quebec abstractionist jean paul
riopelle
Silicon Valley is joining the fight against wildfires. But saving lives will
require cutting through red tape, fast.

survivor's 'guilt' to 'courage': ibram x. kendi among advocates for
early colon cancer screening
Renovation expands Norman Studios and The Mandarin Museum and
Historical Society to showcase historic points in Jacksonville Black lives.

meet the tech startups battling america's raging wildfire problem
Madrona Venture Labs, the startup studio associated with Madrona Venture
Group, has raised $8 million for its fourth fund. The Seattle-based studio
also unveiled a new model that turns

black history revealed at 2 jacksonville museums post-pandemic with
grants and expansion
Every startup is different, and there is no single template for an investor
update email. But I've learned that there are a few rules that you have to
follow to get them to read it.

madrona venture labs raises $8m, unveils plan to turn its investors
into co-founders of spinouts
The former is African-focused e-commerce company Jumia and the latter is
Egyptian fintech company Fawry. As a tech company, Fawry's listing on the
Egyptian Stock Exchange is a rarity. Typically, most

teaching startup: how startups write actionable investor update
emails
Trinidad, Colorado, a small former mining town near the New Mexico
border was one of the few places in the world with a clinic providing gender
confirmation surgery. KUNC's Henry Zimmerman speaks with

why spacs aren't targeting african startups
An issue every developer faces is dealing with problems on a live application
without messing it up. In fact, in many companies such access is restricted.
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history
By bringing together founders in first spots at 757 Startup Studios will be
filled by 12 inaugural tenants selected through a competitive application
process. Each early stage, high-growth

citizens fight for the history and future of west broad street school
Farhaj Mayan was just starting to raise the seed round for his cannabis-tech
startup when a few investors I moved there in 2012—all these early-stage
founders, builders, intellectual types.

757 startup studios' launch is the next step in the growing hampton
roads entrepreneurial ecosystem
However, startup founders, speaking at the Mint India Investment “But
don't buy the valuation that you are being given. You still have to work and
grow into that valuation irrespective

'miami tech week' wasn't planned. but the hype is infectious
BYU Sports Nation celebrated its 2,000th episode. To recognize this feat
and understand how the show got here, the Universe went back to the
summer of 2013.
cougars, cameras and conversations: the oral history of byu sports
nation
His signature hands-on approach to thought leadership has disrupted four
industries, including aerospace and the early internet Almost 60% of
startups actually change their whole business

india investment summit: don't get swayed by valuations say startup
founders
Mercury partners with groups taking deliberate action to build an inclusive
startup ecosystem for underrepresented founders. After seeing the work
done by DivInc and CEO Preston James in Austin

making money is easy: 4 brutally honest tips for founders
We recognize that work, those struggles and the vision for the future of the
AAPI community, and reflect on the idea that their history and bold story
teller, Justin had early success as

mercury fund backs accelerator divinc to grow resources for diverse
startup founders
Gov. Kristi Noem’s successful $900,000 push for educators to create more
South Dakota-specific civics and history curriculum is underway now — new
materials Noem has said should help explain why the
educators want noem's plan for civics class to be inclusive
It’s critical for the male-dominated startup world to create an environment
that’s welcoming and friendly to women.

who is making asian american pacific islander history in 2021: the
gma inspiration list
Benzinga looked at various NYC startups and ETFs work and the value of
different types of investments. Stash has grown with its investors, becoming
one of the first retail exchanges to add

how startups can create a culture where women can win
If Blomfield and Reed take part, they would be involved alongside Eamonn
Carey, the managing director of startup early stage fund SFC Capital. Carey
told Insider that he had done preliminary

best tech startups in nyc, ranked
The Afro-American Historical Association of Fauquier County and The
Piedmont Environmental Council announced in a Monday press release the
launch of a new, interactive, online story map documenting th

monzo and innocent drinks founders among high-profile execs
floated for new tv show about startups
The West Broad Street School is at the center of a debate over whether or
not to preserve one of the three historic buildings.

new digital story map shines a light on fauquier’s african american
history
Liu and his co-founders wisdom these days” of launching startups very
quickly. Liu described a “level of complacency and serenity” during these
early stages because of the founders
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yang describes himself as serial entrepreneur, but he often worked
for someone else
Travis Parno, center, points out features of a partially-excavated early 17thcentury building that using archaeology to tell stories can be like detective
work, and exact dates can be hard

airtable co-founder tells young entrepreneurs to be patient, stay true
to vision
He was also one of Coinbase's earliest users and he wanted to work there
Capital and Peter Thiel's Founders Fund. Carlson-Wee's fund has invested in
crypto startups like blockchain-based

artifacts help tell a more complete story of maryland’s earliest
colonial settlement
On the other hand, Ashish, who comes from an agricultural background, got
exposed to the problems of the sector early The founders also revealed that
by the end of 2021, the startup aims

coinbase’s first employee in 2013 cold-emailed the founders for a job
— and was paid in bitcoin for 3 years
But not only did the failure to erect a statue honoring Oscar Dunn – a
former slave who in the late 1860s and early 1870s became the state’s and
the nation’s first elected Black lieutenant governor

how jumbotail co-founders are changing the way grocery is bought
and sold in india
The chief significance of The Awakening is probably down to its place in
literary history. The story is simple enough and perhaps the greatest early
feminist work of the American South.

new book uncovers history of louisiana’s first black governor
For Coinbase founders Brian Armstrong and Fred with cofounders and is
likely the reason so many new startups seek cofounders early on. "Most
successful startups have more than one founder
brian armstrong posted a job ad for a cofounder before starting
coinbase and was mocked relentlessly
Timothy Baynes told the News-Leader Friday that when most people think
about the "startup ecosystem" for tech companies, they associate sources of
early capital investment with places like Boston

the awakening: a novel that has earned its place in literary history
Braden toured the permanent exhibit in New York with her daughter a few
years ago and walked away with a much better sense of Henson's early
work characters and the stories that didn't
jim henson exhibition coming to the henry ford explores 'muppets'
founder's lasting legacy
The weekend was for the rookies at The Star in Frisco. Thirty-one players
consisting of the Cowboys’ draft picks, undrafted free agents, tryout
invitees, and practice squad/futures contract

the efactory is seeking missouri startup companies for its 2021
'accelerator' program
(CBS4)– Inside Jane DeDecker’s art studio in Loveland, often untold history
comes to life create a statue commemorating the early chapters in the story
of women’s right to vote.

dak prescott is back, to do 'most of the work' in cowboys camp, per
mccarthy
Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus Vance’s decision to stop prosecuting
people for taking money in exchange for sex marks a turning point in the
long and fascinating history of sex work in New

‘women have been erased’: jane dedecker, artist behind suffrage
movement statue, begins new work on untold story of women’s right
to vote
The award is a keystone in Yang’s backstory as a serial entrepreneur with
deep experience in the startup world — a history he draws However, the
early company that Yang referred to
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Roads startups to participate in a new accelerator program. Covintus has
pledged $1 million in support for the 10-week, technology

history.

virtual accelerator program looking for hampton roads tech startups
Nine people were wounded in a shooting Thursday evening in Rhode
Island's capital in what police there believe to be the largest shooting in city
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